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Applying Virtual Fixtures to the Distal End of
a Minimally Invasive Surgery Instrument

1

2

Marie-Aude Vitrani, Cécile Poquet, and Guillaume Morel3

Abstract—The comanipulation paradigm, in which a user and4
a robot simultaneously hold a tool, allows for gesture guidance.5
In particular, virtual fixtures, which are geometrical constraints6
imposed to the tool by the robot, have received great interest in7
the domain of surgical applications. So far, this concept has been8
implemented in the context of open surgery. This paper explores9
the application of virtual fixtures for minimally invasive surgery,10
in which the tool is inserted in the patient through a fulcrum. Here,11
a key issue is to return to the surgeon forces that are virtually

Q1
12

applied at the instrument distal tip, while the robot is physically13
attached to the instrument proximal handle. To this aim, two ap-14
proaches are investigated. A first approach consists of applying a15
full wrench at the proximal end of the instrument that is equal to16
the wrench constituted by a pure force applied to the instrument’s17
distal tip. A second approach consists of applying a pure force to18
the instrument proximal end, thanks to a lever model about the19
fulcrum. The two approaches are compared through experiments,20
during which naive subjects blindly perform virtual object palpa-21
tion and robot-guided movements. During experiments, indicators22
involving motion and force analysis are computed. The user ca-23
pacity to distinguish between several virtual objects is evaluated24
as well. Although drastically different, the two approaches provide25
assistance with a similar level of efficiency.

Q2
26

I. INTRODUCTION27

A. Virtual Fixtures and Comanipulation28

V IRTUAL fixtures are geometrical constraints actively im-29

posed by a robot to its end-effector [1]. They have been30

conceived in the context of telemanipulation, where they were31

applied to a motorized master arm. In this case, they constitute32

an additional haptic feedback provided to the user, thus eas-33

ing the slave telemanipulator control [2]. In the present paper,34

virtual fixtures are considered in the context of comanipulation.35

Comanipulation is a paradigm, in which a robot and a subject36

simultaneously hold a tool and perform a task. The two most ba-37

sic functions that a comanipulator can exhibit are a free mode,38
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where the tool movements are not constrained at all, and the 39

locked mode, where the robot prevents the tool from any move- 40

ments [3]. In between, the robot can apply a partial constraint. A 41

first approach consists of imposing a given geometrical equality 42

constrain to the tool [4]. For example, the robot can impose that 43

a given point T of the tool remains still, while the tool orien- 44

tation around T is freely set by the user. In a second approach, 45

virtual fixtures can be conceived as inequality constraints, thus 46

separating the space into free regions and forbidden regions. The 47

reader interested in more details on these approaches and their 48

implementation can consult a recent review on virtual fixtures 49

in [5]. 50

B. Application to Assistance to Surgery 51

The concepts of comanipulation and virtual fixtures have re- 52

ceived an increasing interest in the particular context of surgical 53

robotics [6]. Pioneer examples include PADyC, proposed in 54

2001 for cardiac surgery applications [7] and the steady hand 55

robot aimed at assisting eye surgery [8]. 56

Meanwhile, in the operating rooms, the comanipulation con- 57

cept was successfully applied to orthopedic surgery, with a par- 58

ticular focus on assistance to bone milling, following the work 59

on Acrobot and active constraints [10]–[12]. For this applica- 60

tion, virtual fixtures are used to delimit forbidden regions, where 61

the milling instrument will not penetrate, in order to preserve 62

bony tissue. As a result, the surgeon is assisted in sculpting a 63

region whose geometry has been defined during a planning pro- 64

cedure, with more safety and more precision. In this scenario, a 65

peroperative procedure is to be performed at the beginning of the 66

operation to register the bone and the robot. Comanipulation and 67

virtual fixtures for bone surgery are now available for clinical 68

practice, e.g., with the Makoplasty system whose efficiency in 69

increasing the gesture precision has been proven though clinical 70

cases [13]. The gesture precision is even increased when a visual 71

feedback is used in combination with a force feedback [14]. 72

C. Keyhole Surgery: The Fulcrum 73

In this paper, we focus on applying comanipulation and 74

virtual fixtures in the context of the so-called keyhole surgery, as 75

illustrated in Fig. 1. Elongated instruments are introduced into 76

the patient’s body through natural orifices or small incisions. 77

The instrument possesses only four degrees of freedom (DOFs): 78

three independent rotations around the insertion point and one tr- 79

anslation along the instrument longitudinal axis. A kinematic 80

constraint is thus formed and challenges the surgeons’ senso- 81

rimotor system. Combined with the lack of depth perception 82

due to the indirect visual 2-D feedback, this degrades the 83
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Fig. 1. Comanipulating an instrument through a fulcrum. (Left) Six-DOF
robot Apollo assists a urologist who manipulates an endorectal ultrasound probe
to perform prostate biopsies [9]. (Right) Same concept applied to endoscopic
surgery.

manipulation skills and increases the duration of the learning84

process [15].85

In order to assist surgeons’ manipulation through a fulcrum,86

a number of robotic devices have been developed, with different87

kinematic designs. In some cases, such as [16], a four-DOF robot88

exhibiting a remote center of motion (RCM) is used. This im-89

plies the robot base body to be carefully placed in the workspace90

prior to instrument manipulation, in such a way that its RCM91

coincides with patient’s entry point. In other cases, a conven-92

tional six-DOF robot is used. This allows placing the robot base93

independently from the insertion point location. Such a six-DOF94

robot can be fully actuated, as in [17]. In this case, one has to95

solve for the kinematic constraint in real time, using either a96

knowledge on the fulcrum location, as proposed in [18]–[22],97

or an additional sensor to estimate this location, as proposed in98

[23]. The robot can also be partially actuated, as in [24]. Here,99

a first combination of three active DOFs is used to position the100

wrist center; two passive DOFs in the wrist allows free orienta-101

tion of the instrument axis, while the last DOF, corresponding102

to the instrument rotation around its axis, is motorized. Such a103

combination allows us to respect the kinematic constraint inde-104

pendently from the location of the fulcrum with respect to the105

robot base, while using four actuators only.106

D. Force Control for Manipulation Involving a Fulcrum107

Little literature is available on force control through a ful-108

crum. Most of it proposes to integrate a force sensor at the distal109

end of the instrument and to implement a distal force closed-loop110

controller (see, e.g., [18]). This question is treated independently111

from the robot kinematics and fulcrum constraint. The aim here112

is, in a context of force feedback teleoperated systems, to con-113

trol the instrument–organ interaction despite disturbance forces114

applied at the fulcrum.115

In the context of comanipulation, the question of force control116

is not limited to the distal interaction. Rather, it is required to117

deal with simultaneous distal (instrument–organs) and proximal118

(instrument–surgeon–robot) interactions, while minimizing the119

forces applied to the fulcrum. This question is treated in [25],120

where a four-DOF comanipulation robot exhibiting an RCM121

is presented for the implementation of a force feedback loop,122

when forces are applied both at the distal and proximal ends of123

an endoscopic surgery instrument. This configuration is shown 124

to raise specific kinematic stability problems, formally studied 125

in [26]. 126

Meanwhile, to our knowledge, there is no literature dealing 127

with the control of the wrench applied by a six-DOF robot to 128

the handle of an instrument in order to produce virtual fixture 129

to its distal end, the instrument being comanipulated through a 130

fulcrum. Such a configuration is illustrated in Fig. 1, for two dif- 131

ferent applications: prostate biopsies, where the comanipulated 132

instrument is an endorectal ultrasound probe inserted through 133

the anus, and endoscopic surgery, where the robot and the sur- 134

geon comanipulate an elongated instrument through a trocar. 135

In these applications, the use of a six-DOF robot rather than 136

an RCM allows avoiding to precisely register the robot base 137

with respect to the patient anatomy, thus easing the installation. 138

However, it has the disadvantage, compared to a four-DOF robot 139

with RCM appropriately registered, to possibly apply undesired 140

forces at the fulcrum. 141

The present paper deals with the force control of such a 142

comanipulated system. More precisely, the main question under 143

investigation is how to apply a wrench, with a six-DOF robot, to 144

the handle of an instrument inserted through a fulcrum, in such 145

a way that a user holding the handle feels that a given force is 146

distally applied. This question is specific to assistance to key- 147

hole surgery since, in open surgery, there is no interaction with a 148

fulcrum that may affect the forces applied to the instrument and, 149

thus, the surgeon’s felt forces. Meanwhile, a secondary question 150

concerns the minimization of the forces applied to the fulcrum 151

during such an operation. 152

This paper is organized as follows. Two strategies for com- 153

puting the distal wrench are proposed in Section II. They are 154

then compared through experiments. Section III describes the 155

experimental methods (setup, virtual fixtures, protocol, and in- 156

dicators). Section IV provides the results, which are further 157

discussed in Section V. 158

II. TWO CONTROL STRATEGIES 159

A. Problem Formulation 160

Our aim in this paper is to evaluate how to generate distal vir- 161

tual fixtures for a minimally invasive instrument comanipulated 162

at its proximal end. 163

As depicted in Fig. 2, the instrument is modeled as a straight 164

line joining the proximal (handle) end U to the distal end D (tip). 165

A frame FI = (U, �xI , �yI , �zI ), with �zI = (1/‖−−→DU‖)−−→DU , is 166

attached to the instrument. Three wrenches are applied to the 167

instrument during a comanipulated experiment. 168

First, the user applies a wrench denoted as 169

{Wu} =

{
�Fu

�Mu

}
U

(1)

where �Fu is a vector force, and �Mu is a vector moment applied 170

at proximal point U . 171
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Fig. 2. Wrenches applied to a comanipulated key-hole surgery instrument.
Point D denotes the distal end (physical tip) of the instrument inserted into the
patient through the fulcrum point F . The user and the robot hold the proximal
part (handle) of the instrument at point U and point R, respectively. Point V is
where a force �Fv is to be emulated in order to simulate the interaction with a
virtual object.

Second, the wrench applied by the patient to the instrument172

through the fulcrum F is noted as173

{Wf } =

{
�Ff

�Mf

}
F

(2)

where �Ff is a vector force, and �Mf is a vector moment applied174

at the insertion point F .175

Notice that if a four-DOF joint model is assumed for the176

fulcrum, leaving free only three rotations around a fixed point F177

and one translation along �zI , then the twist representing the178

velocity of the instrument with respect to a fixed frame writes,179

at Point F180

{TI } =

{
�ω = ωx�xI + ωy�yI + ωz�zI

vz�zI

}
F

. (3)

Reciprocally, if friction is neglected, then the joint does not181

dissipate any mechanical power for all the possible velocities of182

the instrument. This allows us to establish [27] that the wrench183

transmissible through the fulcrum writes184

{Wf } =

{
�Ff = Ff x�xI + Ff y�yI

�Mf = �0

}
F

. (4)

The third wrench applied to the instrument is produced by the185

comanipulator. In this paper, the robot is supposed to be able of186

applying a controlled wrench187

{Wr} =

{
�Fr

�Mr

}
R

(5)

where �Fr is a vector force, and �Mr is a vector moment applied188

at a given proximal point R.189

The robot will be programmed to apply virtual fixtures. The190

virtual fixture generator, by itself, does not fit in the scope of the191

paper. A conventional approach is supposed to be used: consid-192

ering the position and orientation of the instrument, the virtual193

fixture generator will produce a virtual force that can be either194

repulsive (forbidden region) or attractive (guide); see examples195

Fig. 3. Problem under consideration in this paper: how to compute a proximal
wrench {Wr } to be applied by the robot that will be felt by the user as if a
wrench {Wv } was distally applied.

in Section III. In a conventional configuration, this vector force 196
�Fv should be applied at a distal point V , inside the patient, 197

whose location is also provided by the virtual fixture generator. 198

However, in the configuration on minimally invasive surgery, 199

the robot will apply a wrench {Wr} at a proximal point W in 200

such a way that the user feels that the virtual wrench {Wv} 201

{Wv} =

{
�Fv

�0

}
V

(6)

has been distally applied. 202

How to compute {Wr} from {Wv} is the central question of 203

this paper, as depicted in Fig. 3. It is important to notice that, 204

from a mechanical point of view, the answer to this question is 205

not unique due to the presence of internal forces. 206

In other words, given a solution {Wr1} that provides a satis- 207

factory behavior for the robot control, any other solution {Wr2} 208

that writes 209

{Wr2} = {Wr1} + {Wf 1} (7)

where {Wf 1} corresponds to a wrench verifying (4) can result 210

in the same user (felt) wrench. Indeed, the difference between 211

{Wr2} and {Wr1} can be totally compensated by the fulcrum 212

wrench without changing the user wrench. 213

Combining (7) with (4), the condition for two robot wrench 214

solutions to be equivalent writes 215

∃φx ∈ R,∃φy ∈ R/{Wr2} − {Wr1} =

{
φx�xI + φy�yI

�0

}
F

.

(8)
This formulation raises a question on the forces φx and φy 216

exerted at the fulcrum. Indeed, in the context of minimally in- 217

vasive surgery, it is desired that these forces are minimized. 218

However, because {Wu} is unknown and may also include com- 219

ponents that are transmissible through the fulcrum (thus affect- 220

ing {Wf }), it is impossible to a priori compute the solution for 221

{Wr} that will minimize {Wf }. 222

In the next, among the infinite number of possible solutions 223

described by (8), we select two remarkable solutions. The first 224

one, called exact wrench computation (EWC), consists of com- 225

puting {Wr} equal to {Wv}. Namely, with this approach, the 226

robot applies at point R the wrench (a force and a moment) 227

that a pure virtual force �Fv exerted at point V would apply at 228

point R. The second solution consists of applying a pure force at 229

point R (no moment) with the robot. This solution, which refers 230

to a force-lever model, is chosen mainly because it simplifies 231

the robot design. Indeed, a robot with only three actuated joints 232
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serially mounted with a passive spherical wrist centered at point233

R can implement this strategy (see details in Section II-D).234

B. Exact Wrench Computation235

The most immediate way to emulate {Wv}with the robot is to236

apply with the robot a wrench {Wr} that is equal to the wrench237

{Wv}. This corresponds to the conventional wrench moment238

displacement formula239

{Wr} =

{
�Fv

�0

}
V

=

{
�Fv

−−→
RV × �Fv

}
R

=

{
�Fv

−lV �zI × �Fv

}
R
(9)

where lV > 0 is defined by lV �zI =
−−→
V R.240

C. Lever Model Computation (LMC)241

Another possible approach consists of using the lever princi-242

ple, i.e., balancing the distal pure force �Fv with a proximal pure243

force �Fr . With this approach, the robot is controlled to apply a244

wrench with a null moment at point R ( �Mr = �0). It will bal-245

ance the pure force �Fv applied at point V , given the particular246

kinematic constraint imposed by the fulcrum.247

One will compute {Wr} (with a null moment at point R)248

that is mechanically equivalent to {Wv} for all the movements249

permitted by the fulcrum. In other words, assuming that the250

kinematic constraint is depicted by (3), {Wr} will develop the251

same mechanical power as {Wv}, ∀{ωx, ωy , ωz , vz} ∈ R4 .252

Denoting253

{Wr} =

{
Frx�xI + Fry�yI + Frz�zI

�0

}
R

(10)

it is straightforward to show that the mechanical power devel-254

oped by {Wr} is255

Pr ={TI } � {Wr}

=

{
ωx�xI + ωy�yI + ωz�zI

vz�zI +
−→
RF × �ω

}
R

�
{
Frx�xI + Fry�yI + Frz�zI

�0

}
R

= lF ωy Frx − lF ωx Fry + vz Frz (11)

where � stands for the screw scalar product, and lV > lF > 0256

is defined by: lF �zI =
−→
FR. Similarly, denoting257

{Wv} =

{
Fvx�xI + Fvy�yI + Fvz�zI

�0

}
V

(12)

the mechanical power developed by {Wv} writes258

Pv = {TI } � {Wv}

= − (lV − lF ) ωyFvx + (lV − lF ) ωx Fvy + vzFvz . (13)

The wrenches {Wr} and {Wv} are equivalent iff259

∀ ωx, ωy , ωz , vz , Pr = Pv (14)

which is equivalent to 260⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Frz = Fvz

Frx = − lV − lF
lF

Fvx

Fry = − lV − lF
lF

Fvy .

(15)

Thus, denoting the lever factor 261

α =
lV − lF

lF
> 0 (16)

the wrench to be applied by the robot for a given force �Fv 262

virtually applied at point V writes 263

{Wr} =

{
�Fr = −αFvx�xI − αFvy�yI + Fvz�zI

�Mr = �0

}
R

. (17)

D. Differences Between the EWC and LMC Approaches 264

Two ways of computing {Wr} from a given �Fv virtually ap- 265

plied at point V are given by (9) and (17). In theory, they are 266

mechanically equivalent, providing that the kinematic constraint 267

imposed by the patient entry point to the instrument verifies (3). 268

Indeed, it is straightforward to verify that their difference sat- 269

isfies the necessary condition given by (8). From a perceptual 270

point of view, the user may not feel any difference, although the 271

values of the force/moment components drastically differ: force 272

components along �xI and �yI have opposite signs in both equa- 273

tions, while the moment components in (9) are zeroed in (17). 274

In practice, the two computation strategies significantly differ 275

by several aspects. In the next, we list them and explain how 276

they were taken into account to design an experimental setup, 277

allowing for practically investigating these open questions. 278

1) A first aspect concerns the forces applied by the instru- 279

ment at the fulcrum. As mentioned earlier, it is impossible 280

to a priori determine which strategy will minimize the 281

forces applied at the fulcrum due to the possible contri- 282

bution of the unknown user wrench to {Wf }. To evaluate 283

this question, an experimental apparatus allowing to inde- 284

pendently measuring forces and moments at the fulcrum 285

will be used in Section III. 286

2) The second aspect that distinguishes the two possible ap- 287

proaches for simulating a distal force �Fv is that, for the 288

LMC approach, it is assumed that deformations induced 289

by tissue elasticity are null, while the EWC approach does 290

not rely on any particular model for the patient-instrument 291

relative kinematics. In practice though, deformations do 292

occur. This could lead to a lack of precision when applying 293

LMC, while EWC is still valid. Again, theoretically pre- 294

dicting the effect of this approximation on the quality of 295

force perception for the user is difficult. Rather, an exper- 296

imental approach will be used in Section III to study this 297

question using an apparatus that includes deformations at 298

the fulcrum. 299

3) The third difference between the two strategies concerns 300

the data required to compute the robot wrench. For EWC, 301

only the geometry of the robot is to be known, as well 302
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TABLE I
MAIN VIRTUOSE 6-D SPECIFICATIONS

Workspace cube 45 cm in size
Maximum force 31 N (8.5 N continuous)
Maximum rotation torque 3.1 N·m (1 N·m continuous)
Resolution in position 0.02 mm
Friction 0.4 N and 0.07 N·m
Inertia 0.7 kg and 0.003 kg·m2

Friction and inertia have been estimated in an average position, at point R .
They will be understood as orders of magnitude.

as the desired location of V long the instrument axis.303

Meanwhile, for LMC, α has to be computed from (16),304

which, in practice, requires to know where point F stands.305

In other words, a registration between the robot and the306

patient is required, which reduces the interest of using307

a six-DOF robot rather than a four-DOF RCM robot. In308

practice, if we want to avoid registration, an arbitrarily309

constant value α̂ can be used instead of α, corresponding310

to an average lever ratio, typically 1. This strategy will be311

experimentally evaluated in Section III.312

4) The fourth factor that distinguishes the two strategies has313

a significant impact in practice. While EWC strategy re-314

quires six actuated DOFs, only three actuated DOFs can315

be sufficient for LMC. Indeed, consider a six-DOF robot316

consisting in three actuated DOFs serially mounted with a317

passive (unactuated) three-DOF wrist realizing a ball joint318

at point R. With such a robot, the three first actuators are319

used to produce a desired �Fr , while the passive spherical320

wrist ensures that �Mr = �0. Clearly, in the perspective of321

transferring the technology to a clinical application, being322

able of exploiting a robot with only three actuators instead323

of six brings a significant advantage in terms of robot com-324

plexity, weight, inertia, and cost. For this reason, such a325

particular robot kinematic configuration, with three actu-326

ators only, will be used to implement LMC in the next327

section.328

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS329

Experiments have been conducted in order to compare the330

efficiency of the two proposed approaches.331

A. Experimental Setup Overview332

The comanipulator used for the experiments is a six-active-333

DOF haptic device, whose main specifications are listed in Ta-334

ble I (model: Virtuose 6D; provider: Haption [28]). Its kine-335

matics comprises three first pivot joints that position a point R336

and a three-joint wrist realizing a ball joint around R. Depend-337

ing on the strategy to be experimented, the wrist joints will be338

actuated or not. Thanks to a fine mechanical design involving339

low-friction cable transmissions, low-inertia fiber carbon links,340

and gravity compensation springs, the Virtuose 6-D robot allows341

us to control {Wr} in open loop with a high precision.342

A rod with a handle is connected to the robot last body in order343

to emulate a surgical tool. To emulate the patient, a dedicated344

Fig. 4. Closeup on the mechanical device that emulates the anatomical
constraint.

Fig. 5. Complete experimental setup.

apparatus has been designed and fabricated. The rod is con- 345

nected to an intermediate mechanical part through a cylindrical 346

joint. This intermediate part is connected to a fixed drum through 347

four springs, as can be seen in Fig. 4. The spring stiffness has 348

been experimentally tuned in such a way that the obtained be- 349

havior is similar to those of an incision point or a natural orifice 350

of a patient. Namely, it is not a perfect link, as the fulcrum point 351

F can be displaced to simulate tissue deformations, while fric- 352

tion appears through the cylindrical link. In order to be able of 353

measuring {Wf }, the drum is mounted on a force sensor. 354

As we want to assess the efficiency of the virtual fixtures 355

for the two proposed control laws, the space that is behind the 356

drum is hidden by a screen. Therefore, the users are not able 357

to directly visualize the tool tip position. A global view of the 358

setup is given in Fig. 5. 359

B. Virtual Fixtures Used for the Experiments 360

Three types of virtual fixtures have been implemented for the 361

experiments. 362

1) Repulsive spherical region: A virtual spherical object, 363

centered at a fixed point C, with a radius r is designed. The 364

projection C ′ of C on the instrument main axis, namely 365

the line (DU), is first computed. Then, point V where the 366

force should be applied in the case of intersection between 367

the instrument and the sphere is set to 368

V =

{
D, if

∥∥∥−−→UC ′
∥∥∥ >

∥∥∥−−→CD
∥∥∥

C ′, otherwise.
(18)
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Fig. 6. Computation of the virtual force �Fv to simulate the interaction between
the instrument and a virtual sphere.

When V belongs to the sphere, then an intersection is369

detected and a force is applied. The force is radial and370

proportional to the radial depth of V into the sphere, which371

writes372

�Fv =

⎧⎨
⎩ks

(
r−

∥∥∥−−→C V
∥∥∥)

∥∥∥−−→C V
∥∥∥

−−→
CV , if r ≥

∥∥∥−−→CV
∥∥∥ > 0

�0, otherwise
(19)

where ks is the stiffness of the sphere. This is illustrated373

in Fig. 6.374

2) Repulsive plane: A virtual plane Π is defined, thanks to a375

point P ∈ Π and a normal vector �n, pointing from the for-376

bidden region to the authorized region. The virtual plane377

applies no forces when the instrument distal tip D is378

the authorized region and a repulsive force when D is379

in the forbidden region. Point V is set to the instrument380

tip D. Its projection on Π, denoted V ′, is first computed.381

The force is normal to the plane and proportional to the382

penetration of V beyond Π, which writes383

�Fv =

{
kp

−−→
V ′V , if

−−→
V V ′.�n > 0

�0, otherwise
(20)

where kp is the stiffness of the plane.384

3) Attractive line: A virtual line (Δ) is defined, thanks to a385

point P ∈ (Δ) and a unit direction vector�u. The role of the386

virtual fixture is to help the user keeping the instrument387

Fig. 7. Position of the different virtual balls with respect to the drum.

distal tip D on (Δ). To this aim, point V is set to the 388

instrument tip D. Its projection on (Δ), denoted V ′, is 389

first computed. The force then simply writes 390

�Fv = kl

−−→
V V ′ (21)

where kl is a stiffness. 391

C. Experimental Protocol 392

Fourteen naive subjects have been enrolled in the study, aged 393

13–60. They had to perform three different exercises. First 394

is a Ball Sorting Out (BSO) exercise, during which four vir- 395

tual spheres with different sizes were simulated by the robot, 396

while the subjects were asked to blindly palpate them and 397

to sort them out from the smallest one to the largest one. 398

These balls have the same stiffness, which was tuned to pro- 399

vide an easy contact detection while experimentally preserving 400

stability (ks = 200 N/m). The ball radius are log-distributed: 401

R = {1.5, 2.4, 3.75, 6} cm. There is only one virtual ball at a 402

time in the workspace. The balls are directly facing the entry 403

point. Whatever the ball size, its most proximal point is always 404

located at a given place, as illustrated in Fig. 7. Therefore, in 405

order to evaluate the ball size, the subjects must palpate laterally. 406

The balls are presented to the subject in a random order; then, 407

the subjects can switch to a previously presented ball, as many 408

times as they want. Once they think they have sorted out the 409

balls, they stop the exercise and name the ball from the smallest 410

to the largest. 411

Second is a Plane sorting out (PSO) exercise, during which 412

four planes with identical geometry but different stiffnesses were 413

simulated by the robot, while the subjects were asked to blindly 414

palpate them and to sort them out from the softest one to the hard- 415

est one. The plane stiffness values were tuned to respect stability 416

constraint and to range from a “soft feeling” to a “hard feeling.” 417

They are log-distributed: kp = {200, 340, 580, 1000} N/m. 418

The virtual plane presents no geometrical particularity with the 419

other elements of the experiments. Note that theoretically, pal- 420

pating only one point of the plane could be enough for a subject 421

to infer the stiffness. However, all the subjects decided to pal- 422

pate the plane at several locations and to push against the plane. 423

The PSO exercise unfolds as the BSO exercise. It stops when 424

the subjects name the plane from the softest to the stiffest. 425

Third is a Line Following (LF) exercise, during which the 426

subjects were asked to draw a straight line with the instrument 427

tip “following the robot indication.” In this exercise, an initial 428

configuration is given to the tool by the operator. The subject 429

must then make the tip of the tool following a straight line at 430
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Fig. 8. Trajectories observed for different points belonging to the tool during the BSO exercise (upper left), the PSO exercise (upper right), and the LF exercise
(bottom). Results are shown for one randomly selected subject for illustration purpose.

his/her own pace, back and forth (three times). The line direction431

is unknown, and the subject can use only the force feedback to432

follow the minimum force path. The line stiffness was tuned to433

kl = 300 N/m so as to respect experimental stability conditions.434

For the three exercises, the following general instructions are435

given to the subjects: the general context of the study (key hole436

surgery) is explained to the subjects, with particular emphasis437

on the prostate biopsy procedure. This is aimed at making them438

aware that during the exercises, forces applied at the fulcrum439

should be minimized. They are explicitly asked to pay attention440

to this objective during all the exercises. The subjects do not441

know anything more about the goal of the experience. They are442

asked to do each exercise twice: one trial for each controller,443

chosen in a random order for the three exercise, thus avoiding444

an influence of the learning effect on the statistical results. How-445

ever, the subjects are not aware that two different controllers are446

being used. They are simply asked to repeat twice each exercise.447

Notice also that the subjects do not see the instrument tip, which448

is hidden behind the screen. They see only the proximal part of449

the instrument, the insertion apparatus, and the robot. This way,450

their perception of virtual objects is only obtained through the451

kinesthetic feedback.452

D. Indicators453

In order to assess the differences between EWC and LMC,454

several physical variables are recorded during the experiments.455

Among them, those that are representative of the gesture quality 456

(forces at the fulcrum, positioning precision, and movements 457

smoothness) and the perception quality (duration and adequacy 458

of the sorting out exercises) are used as performance indicators. 459

Namely, the selected indicators are the following. 460

1) For all the exercises: 461

a) the task completion time ttotal , which is the time 462

needed by the subject to perform the exercise. 463

b) the spectral arc length (SAL) of the trajectories of 464

point R, as defined in [29]. SAL is the opposite 465

of the length along the spectral curve of a move- 466

ment. Not only it is an image of the complexity of 467

the movement Fourier magnitude spectrum, but it 468

is also dimensionless and independent of the move- 469

ment magnitude and duration. Its value is negative; 470

the closer it is to zero, the simpler the movement 471

Fourier spectrum is, and thus, the smoother the 472

movement is. 473

c) the maximal force Fmax applied by the tool on the 474

fulcrum. 475

d) the mean force Fmean applied by the tool on the 476

fulcrum. 477

2) For the BSO and PSO exercises only, a score is computed 478

to quantify the adequacy of the answers. Namely, when 479

the subject sorts out the spheres or the planes without any 480

errors, a score σ = 2 is given; when all the spheres or 481

planes are correctly sorted out except for one inversion 482
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TABLE II
ACCURACY OF THE SUBJECTS FOR THE SORTING OUT EXERCISES

BSO PSO

EWC LMC EWC LMC

Correct answers 7 9 6 10
Answers with one inversion 1 2 3 2
Answers with more inversions 4 1 3 0
Mean score σ 1.25 1.67 1.25 1.83
Std. dev. for σ 0.96 0. 65 0.87 0.39
p-value (Wilcoxon) 0.19 0.053

between two consecutive items, a score σ = 1 is given;483

when there are more errors than one single inversion, a484

score σ = 0 is given.485

3) For LF exercise:486

a) the largest distance dmax from the tool tip D to the487

virtual line.488

b) the mean distance dmean from the tool tip D to the489

virtual line.490

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS491

Fig. 8 gives, for illustration purposes, example trajectories of492

points T and R during each of the three exercises.493

In order to evaluate the influence of the control method on494

the performance indicators, statistical tests are used to deter-495

mine whether a difference experimentally observed between496

two groups of measured values is statistically significant or not.497

As usually admitted in the human motion analysis literature,498

tests resulting in a p-value smaller than 0.05 are considered to499

be statistically significant. Note that due to some data recording500

issues, data could be kept for 12 subjects only concerning the501

BSO and PSO exercises, while 13 of them have been included502

for the statistical analysis of the LF exercise.503

Table II analyzes the accuracy of the subjects’ answers for504

the sorting out exercises. For both exercises, the measured av-505

erage score is higher with LMC than with EWC. However, the506

observed difference between the score means is not statistically507

significant (p > 0.05). Not that the score σ being noncontinu-508

ous, a Wilcoxon signed rank test has been used to compute the509

p-values.510

Fig. 9 shows the indicators for trajectory smoothness, fulcrum511

force (mean and max), and experiment duration averaged across512

subjects, for the three exercises. For all the four indicators, a513

slight difference between LMC and EWC can be observed, in514

either way. However, results seem globally similar. This simi-515

larity is confirmed in Table III. In this table, p-values computed516

from paired t-tests are used to compare EWC and LMC. All517

the slight differences observed have no statistical significance,518

since none of the p-values is below 0.05.519

For the LF exercise, the results for the precision (maximum520

error dmax and mean error dmean ) are given in Fig. 10. Here,521

it can be observed that EWC clearly outperforms LMC. This522

is confirmed through the statistical test made between EWC523

Fig. 9. Average value of the different indicators across the subjects, for the
three exercises (gray bars: LMC; white bars: EWC). Black lines represent the
standard deviation.

TABLE III
RESULTS OF THE STUDENT PAIRED-T-TEST PERFORMED TO COMPARE THE

EWC AND LMC PERFORMANCE FOR THE FOUR INDICATORS USED IN FIG. 9
AND THE THREE EXERCISES

BSO PSO LF

tt o t a l 0.055 0.234 0.591
SAL 0.150 0.845 0.883
Fm a x 0.245 0.530 0.946
Fm e a n 0.408 0.055 0.564

Fig. 10. Average value of the precision indicators across the subjects, for
the LF exercise (gray bars: LMC; white bars: EWC). Black lines represent the
standard deviation.

and LMC, since p-values equal 0.0004 for dmax and 0.0001 for 524

dmean . 525

Finally, subjects were asked, at the end of the session, whether 526

they had felt a difference between the two repetitions of each 527

exercise. The answers fell in three categories. 528

1) One subject felt more comfortable with LMC but was not 529

able to explain precisely what was different from the EWC 530

command. 531

2) Two subjects felt that EWC provided “more help” than 532

LMC, only for the LF exercise. However, they were not 533

able to differentiate both commands in BSO and PSO 534

exercises. 535

3) Ten subjects did not notice any difference between two 536

repetitions of any exercise. 537

This indicates that, from the user point of view, there is not 538

much difference between the two controllers. 539
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V. DISCUSSION540

Most indicator comparisons between EWC and LMC exhibit541

no statistically significant difference. From a mathematical point542

of view, these results will not be interpreted as a proof for both543

controllers to perform equally. Rather, these results indicate544

that the average difference of performance between the two545

controllers, if any, is too small to be observed through these546

experiments, given the intersubject variability. In other words,547

there is a high probability that the actual difference for these in-548

dicators is, indeed, small. This is confirmed by the fact that most549

users did not notice a difference between the two controllers.550

It is worth noticing that the forces applied at the fulcrum551

are, in average, rather low for all the sorting out exercises, under552

both conditions. Meanwhile, much larger forces were exerted on553

the virtual objects, while large movements were produced by the554

users; see typical examples in Fig. 8. This result was surprising to555

the authors as, from (8), large differences in fulcrum forces were556

expected. We interpret the relative smallness of fulcrum forces557

as resulting from the fact that subjects were explicitly asked to558

avoid exerting large forces at the fulcrum. They were trying to559

precisely maintain point F still. A typical motor behavior for560

precisely controlling the position of a point under disturbances is561

to increase the impedance at this point along the direction of the562

disturbance force. In these experiments, disturbance forces to be563

rejected to lie in the (�xi, �yi) plane. It may, thus, be hypothesized564

that the subjects selected a motor behavior, leading to a high565

impedance at point F in the (�xi, �yi) plane. If the subjects’566

impedance was high at point F , then this would also explain567

why they essentially did not feel any difference between the568

two controllers, while actually applying wrenches to balance569

the fulcrum-compatible robot wrenches.570

As for the LF exercise, the precision of the tip trajectory571

control is higher with EWC than with LMC, with statistical572

significance (see Fig. 10). For this exercise, subjects’ attention573

is brought to the tip, which will precisely follow a straight line.574

Therefore, it can be hypothesized that subjects tend to increase575

the impedance at the instrument tip. This may be conflicting576

with the high-impedance requirement at point F . As a result, it577

can be observed that the fulcrum forces are larger, in average,578

during LF exercise than during sorting out exercises (see Fig. 9).579

Note that when following a line, the distal virtual force should580

be minimized by the subject, while when palpating, eventually581

large virtual forces should be applied to distinguish between582

stiffness and sizes. In that sense, the fact that the fulcrum forces583

are larger for the LF exercise is not a scale effect due to higher584

distal virtual forces, but rather a consequence of a poorer control585

at the fulcrum level.586

The hypothesis that the fulcrum forces control is degraded587

during the LF exercise may explain why EWC performs better588

than LMC. Indeed, remind that EWC control is the exact solu-589

tion of the problem, independently from any entry point model.590

Therefore, whatever the fulcrum displacement, EWC provides a591

feedback that exactly corresponds to a pure distal force. Rather,592

LMC is based on two hypotheses: first, the impedance at F will593

be high (infinite), and second, the coefficient α will be close to 1.594

These conditions are poorly verified during the LF experiments,595

which may explain the difference between the two modes in 596

terms of tip precision, which depends on how well a subject can 597

interpret the emulated distal force. 598

Further investigation is certainly needed to evaluate the pre- 599

cision performance for tip guidance. First, remind that the ex- 600

periments are here performed blindly, while the subject does not 601

know in advance the trajectory to follow. In a real surgical con- 602

figuration, not only the instrument tip is controlled under visual 603

guidance, but also the geometrical constraint is a priori known 604

by the user. Performing LF experiments under these more re- 605

alistic conditions would probably tend to lower the difference 606

of performance between the two controllers, since the visual 607

feedback would equally contribute to an increased precision in 608

both conditions. 609

VI. CONCLUSION 610

Comanipulation and virtual fixtures offer a demonstrated in- 611

terest for assistance to surgery. Meanwhile, little attention has 612

been paid so far to the emulation of distal force from proximal 613

comanipulation. 614

In this paper, this question is demonstrated to admit an infinite 615

number of solutions, due to the fulcrum constraint. Experimental 616

results comparing two selected approaches do not lead to a clear 617

difference between them. From a practical point of view, this 618

similarity may advantageously lead to select LMC rather than 619

EWC. Indeed, contrarily to EWC, LMC can be implemented 620

with a three-actuator arm combined to a passive spherical wrist. 621

An example of such a device is given in [9]. 622

Further investigation is to be performed considering now the 623

combination of visual feedback and force feedback, since it 624

is known that the combination of both information leads to 625

increased performances in the context of surgery [30]. 626
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Applying Virtual Fixtures to the Distal End of
a Minimally Invasive Surgery Instrument

1

2

Marie-Aude Vitrani, Cécile Poquet, and Guillaume Morel3

Abstract—The comanipulation paradigm, in which a user and4
a robot simultaneously hold a tool, allows for gesture guidance.5
In particular, virtual fixtures, which are geometrical constraints6
imposed to the tool by the robot, have received great interest in7
the domain of surgical applications. So far, this concept has been8
implemented in the context of open surgery. This paper explores9
the application of virtual fixtures for minimally invasive surgery,10
in which the tool is inserted in the patient through a fulcrum. Here,11
a key issue is to return to the surgeon forces that are virtually

Q1
12

applied at the instrument distal tip, while the robot is physically13
attached to the instrument proximal handle. To this aim, two ap-14
proaches are investigated. A first approach consists of applying a15
full wrench at the proximal end of the instrument that is equal to16
the wrench constituted by a pure force applied to the instrument’s17
distal tip. A second approach consists of applying a pure force to18
the instrument proximal end, thanks to a lever model about the19
fulcrum. The two approaches are compared through experiments,20
during which naive subjects blindly perform virtual object palpa-21
tion and robot-guided movements. During experiments, indicators22
involving motion and force analysis are computed. The user ca-23
pacity to distinguish between several virtual objects is evaluated24
as well. Although drastically different, the two approaches provide25
assistance with a similar level of efficiency.

Q2
26

I. INTRODUCTION27

A. Virtual Fixtures and Comanipulation28

V IRTUAL fixtures are geometrical constraints actively im-29

posed by a robot to its end-effector [1]. They have been30

conceived in the context of telemanipulation, where they were31

applied to a motorized master arm. In this case, they constitute32

an additional haptic feedback provided to the user, thus eas-33

ing the slave telemanipulator control [2]. In the present paper,34

virtual fixtures are considered in the context of comanipulation.35

Comanipulation is a paradigm, in which a robot and a subject36

simultaneously hold a tool and perform a task. The two most ba-37

sic functions that a comanipulator can exhibit are a free mode,38
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where the tool movements are not constrained at all, and the 39

locked mode, where the robot prevents the tool from any move- 40

ments [3]. In between, the robot can apply a partial constraint. A 41

first approach consists of imposing a given geometrical equality 42

constrain to the tool [4]. For example, the robot can impose that 43

a given point T of the tool remains still, while the tool orien- 44

tation around T is freely set by the user. In a second approach, 45

virtual fixtures can be conceived as inequality constraints, thus 46

separating the space into free regions and forbidden regions. The 47

reader interested in more details on these approaches and their 48

implementation can consult a recent review on virtual fixtures 49

in [5]. 50

B. Application to Assistance to Surgery 51

The concepts of comanipulation and virtual fixtures have re- 52

ceived an increasing interest in the particular context of surgical 53

robotics [6]. Pioneer examples include PADyC, proposed in 54

2001 for cardiac surgery applications [7] and the steady hand 55

robot aimed at assisting eye surgery [8]. 56

Meanwhile, in the operating rooms, the comanipulation con- 57

cept was successfully applied to orthopedic surgery, with a par- 58

ticular focus on assistance to bone milling, following the work 59

on Acrobot and active constraints [10]–[12]. For this applica- 60

tion, virtual fixtures are used to delimit forbidden regions, where 61

the milling instrument will not penetrate, in order to preserve 62

bony tissue. As a result, the surgeon is assisted in sculpting a 63

region whose geometry has been defined during a planning pro- 64

cedure, with more safety and more precision. In this scenario, a 65

peroperative procedure is to be performed at the beginning of the 66

operation to register the bone and the robot. Comanipulation and 67

virtual fixtures for bone surgery are now available for clinical 68

practice, e.g., with the Makoplasty system whose efficiency in 69

increasing the gesture precision has been proven though clinical 70

cases [13]. The gesture precision is even increased when a visual 71

feedback is used in combination with a force feedback [14]. 72

C. Keyhole Surgery: The Fulcrum 73

In this paper, we focus on applying comanipulation and 74

virtual fixtures in the context of the so-called keyhole surgery, as 75

illustrated in Fig. 1. Elongated instruments are introduced into 76

the patient’s body through natural orifices or small incisions. 77

The instrument possesses only four degrees of freedom (DOFs): 78

three independent rotations around the insertion point and one tr- 79

anslation along the instrument longitudinal axis. A kinematic 80

constraint is thus formed and challenges the surgeons’ senso- 81

rimotor system. Combined with the lack of depth perception 82

due to the indirect visual 2-D feedback, this degrades the 83

1552-3098 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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Fig. 1. Comanipulating an instrument through a fulcrum. (Left) Six-DOF
robot Apollo assists a urologist who manipulates an endorectal ultrasound probe
to perform prostate biopsies [9]. (Right) Same concept applied to endoscopic
surgery.

manipulation skills and increases the duration of the learning84

process [15].85

In order to assist surgeons’ manipulation through a fulcrum,86

a number of robotic devices have been developed, with different87

kinematic designs. In some cases, such as [16], a four-DOF robot88

exhibiting a remote center of motion (RCM) is used. This im-89

plies the robot base body to be carefully placed in the workspace90

prior to instrument manipulation, in such a way that its RCM91

coincides with patient’s entry point. In other cases, a conven-92

tional six-DOF robot is used. This allows placing the robot base93

independently from the insertion point location. Such a six-DOF94

robot can be fully actuated, as in [17]. In this case, one has to95

solve for the kinematic constraint in real time, using either a96

knowledge on the fulcrum location, as proposed in [18]–[22],97

or an additional sensor to estimate this location, as proposed in98

[23]. The robot can also be partially actuated, as in [24]. Here,99

a first combination of three active DOFs is used to position the100

wrist center; two passive DOFs in the wrist allows free orienta-101

tion of the instrument axis, while the last DOF, corresponding102

to the instrument rotation around its axis, is motorized. Such a103

combination allows us to respect the kinematic constraint inde-104

pendently from the location of the fulcrum with respect to the105

robot base, while using four actuators only.106

D. Force Control for Manipulation Involving a Fulcrum107

Little literature is available on force control through a ful-108

crum. Most of it proposes to integrate a force sensor at the distal109

end of the instrument and to implement a distal force closed-loop110

controller (see, e.g., [18]). This question is treated independently111

from the robot kinematics and fulcrum constraint. The aim here112

is, in a context of force feedback teleoperated systems, to con-113

trol the instrument–organ interaction despite disturbance forces114

applied at the fulcrum.115

In the context of comanipulation, the question of force control116

is not limited to the distal interaction. Rather, it is required to117

deal with simultaneous distal (instrument–organs) and proximal118

(instrument–surgeon–robot) interactions, while minimizing the119

forces applied to the fulcrum. This question is treated in [25],120

where a four-DOF comanipulation robot exhibiting an RCM121

is presented for the implementation of a force feedback loop,122

when forces are applied both at the distal and proximal ends of123

an endoscopic surgery instrument. This configuration is shown 124

to raise specific kinematic stability problems, formally studied 125

in [26]. 126

Meanwhile, to our knowledge, there is no literature dealing 127

with the control of the wrench applied by a six-DOF robot to 128

the handle of an instrument in order to produce virtual fixture 129

to its distal end, the instrument being comanipulated through a 130

fulcrum. Such a configuration is illustrated in Fig. 1, for two dif- 131

ferent applications: prostate biopsies, where the comanipulated 132

instrument is an endorectal ultrasound probe inserted through 133

the anus, and endoscopic surgery, where the robot and the sur- 134

geon comanipulate an elongated instrument through a trocar. 135

In these applications, the use of a six-DOF robot rather than 136

an RCM allows avoiding to precisely register the robot base 137

with respect to the patient anatomy, thus easing the installation. 138

However, it has the disadvantage, compared to a four-DOF robot 139

with RCM appropriately registered, to possibly apply undesired 140

forces at the fulcrum. 141

The present paper deals with the force control of such a 142

comanipulated system. More precisely, the main question under 143

investigation is how to apply a wrench, with a six-DOF robot, to 144

the handle of an instrument inserted through a fulcrum, in such 145

a way that a user holding the handle feels that a given force is 146

distally applied. This question is specific to assistance to key- 147

hole surgery since, in open surgery, there is no interaction with a 148

fulcrum that may affect the forces applied to the instrument and, 149

thus, the surgeon’s felt forces. Meanwhile, a secondary question 150

concerns the minimization of the forces applied to the fulcrum 151

during such an operation. 152

This paper is organized as follows. Two strategies for com- 153

puting the distal wrench are proposed in Section II. They are 154

then compared through experiments. Section III describes the 155

experimental methods (setup, virtual fixtures, protocol, and in- 156

dicators). Section IV provides the results, which are further 157

discussed in Section V. 158

II. TWO CONTROL STRATEGIES 159

A. Problem Formulation 160

Our aim in this paper is to evaluate how to generate distal vir- 161

tual fixtures for a minimally invasive instrument comanipulated 162

at its proximal end. 163

As depicted in Fig. 2, the instrument is modeled as a straight 164

line joining the proximal (handle) end U to the distal end D (tip). 165

A frame FI = (U, �xI , �yI , �zI ), with �zI = (1/‖−−→DU‖)−−→DU , is 166

attached to the instrument. Three wrenches are applied to the 167

instrument during a comanipulated experiment. 168

First, the user applies a wrench denoted as 169

{Wu} =

{
�Fu

�Mu

}
U

(1)

where �Fu is a vector force, and �Mu is a vector moment applied 170

at proximal point U . 171
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Fig. 2. Wrenches applied to a comanipulated key-hole surgery instrument.
Point D denotes the distal end (physical tip) of the instrument inserted into the
patient through the fulcrum point F . The user and the robot hold the proximal
part (handle) of the instrument at point U and point R, respectively. Point V is
where a force �Fv is to be emulated in order to simulate the interaction with a
virtual object.

Second, the wrench applied by the patient to the instrument172

through the fulcrum F is noted as173

{Wf } =

{
�Ff

�Mf

}
F

(2)

where �Ff is a vector force, and �Mf is a vector moment applied174

at the insertion point F .175

Notice that if a four-DOF joint model is assumed for the176

fulcrum, leaving free only three rotations around a fixed point F177

and one translation along �zI , then the twist representing the178

velocity of the instrument with respect to a fixed frame writes,179

at Point F180

{TI } =

{
�ω = ωx�xI + ωy�yI + ωz�zI

vz�zI

}
F

. (3)

Reciprocally, if friction is neglected, then the joint does not181

dissipate any mechanical power for all the possible velocities of182

the instrument. This allows us to establish [27] that the wrench183

transmissible through the fulcrum writes184

{Wf } =

{
�Ff = Ff x�xI + Ff y�yI

�Mf = �0

}
F

. (4)

The third wrench applied to the instrument is produced by the185

comanipulator. In this paper, the robot is supposed to be able of186

applying a controlled wrench187

{Wr} =

{
�Fr

�Mr

}
R

(5)

where �Fr is a vector force, and �Mr is a vector moment applied188

at a given proximal point R.189

The robot will be programmed to apply virtual fixtures. The190

virtual fixture generator, by itself, does not fit in the scope of the191

paper. A conventional approach is supposed to be used: consid-192

ering the position and orientation of the instrument, the virtual193

fixture generator will produce a virtual force that can be either194

repulsive (forbidden region) or attractive (guide); see examples195

Fig. 3. Problem under consideration in this paper: how to compute a proximal
wrench {Wr } to be applied by the robot that will be felt by the user as if a
wrench {Wv } was distally applied.

in Section III. In a conventional configuration, this vector force 196
�Fv should be applied at a distal point V , inside the patient, 197

whose location is also provided by the virtual fixture generator. 198

However, in the configuration on minimally invasive surgery, 199

the robot will apply a wrench {Wr} at a proximal point W in 200

such a way that the user feels that the virtual wrench {Wv} 201

{Wv} =

{
�Fv

�0

}
V

(6)

has been distally applied. 202

How to compute {Wr} from {Wv} is the central question of 203

this paper, as depicted in Fig. 3. It is important to notice that, 204

from a mechanical point of view, the answer to this question is 205

not unique due to the presence of internal forces. 206

In other words, given a solution {Wr1} that provides a satis- 207

factory behavior for the robot control, any other solution {Wr2} 208

that writes 209

{Wr2} = {Wr1} + {Wf 1} (7)

where {Wf 1} corresponds to a wrench verifying (4) can result 210

in the same user (felt) wrench. Indeed, the difference between 211

{Wr2} and {Wr1} can be totally compensated by the fulcrum 212

wrench without changing the user wrench. 213

Combining (7) with (4), the condition for two robot wrench 214

solutions to be equivalent writes 215

∃φx ∈ R,∃φy ∈ R/{Wr2} − {Wr1} =

{
φx�xI + φy�yI

�0

}
F

.

(8)
This formulation raises a question on the forces φx and φy 216

exerted at the fulcrum. Indeed, in the context of minimally in- 217

vasive surgery, it is desired that these forces are minimized. 218

However, because {Wu} is unknown and may also include com- 219

ponents that are transmissible through the fulcrum (thus affect- 220

ing {Wf }), it is impossible to a priori compute the solution for 221

{Wr} that will minimize {Wf }. 222

In the next, among the infinite number of possible solutions 223

described by (8), we select two remarkable solutions. The first 224

one, called exact wrench computation (EWC), consists of com- 225

puting {Wr} equal to {Wv}. Namely, with this approach, the 226

robot applies at point R the wrench (a force and a moment) 227

that a pure virtual force �Fv exerted at point V would apply at 228

point R. The second solution consists of applying a pure force at 229

point R (no moment) with the robot. This solution, which refers 230

to a force-lever model, is chosen mainly because it simplifies 231

the robot design. Indeed, a robot with only three actuated joints 232
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serially mounted with a passive spherical wrist centered at point233

R can implement this strategy (see details in Section II-D).234

B. Exact Wrench Computation235

The most immediate way to emulate {Wv}with the robot is to236

apply with the robot a wrench {Wr} that is equal to the wrench237

{Wv}. This corresponds to the conventional wrench moment238

displacement formula239

{Wr} =

{
�Fv

�0

}
V

=

{
�Fv

−−→
RV × �Fv

}
R

=

{
�Fv

−lV �zI × �Fv

}
R
(9)

where lV > 0 is defined by lV �zI =
−−→
V R.240

C. Lever Model Computation (LMC)241

Another possible approach consists of using the lever princi-242

ple, i.e., balancing the distal pure force �Fv with a proximal pure243

force �Fr . With this approach, the robot is controlled to apply a244

wrench with a null moment at point R ( �Mr = �0). It will bal-245

ance the pure force �Fv applied at point V , given the particular246

kinematic constraint imposed by the fulcrum.247

One will compute {Wr} (with a null moment at point R)248

that is mechanically equivalent to {Wv} for all the movements249

permitted by the fulcrum. In other words, assuming that the250

kinematic constraint is depicted by (3), {Wr} will develop the251

same mechanical power as {Wv}, ∀{ωx, ωy , ωz , vz} ∈ R4 .252

Denoting253

{Wr} =

{
Frx�xI + Fry�yI + Frz�zI

�0

}
R

(10)

it is straightforward to show that the mechanical power devel-254

oped by {Wr} is255

Pr ={TI } � {Wr}

=

{
ωx�xI + ωy�yI + ωz�zI

vz�zI +
−→
RF × �ω

}
R

�
{
Frx�xI + Fry�yI + Frz�zI

�0

}
R

= lF ωy Frx − lF ωx Fry + vz Frz (11)

where � stands for the screw scalar product, and lV > lF > 0256

is defined by: lF �zI =
−→
FR. Similarly, denoting257

{Wv} =

{
Fvx�xI + Fvy�yI + Fvz�zI

�0

}
V

(12)

the mechanical power developed by {Wv} writes258

Pv = {TI } � {Wv}

= − (lV − lF ) ωyFvx + (lV − lF ) ωx Fvy + vzFvz . (13)

The wrenches {Wr} and {Wv} are equivalent iff259

∀ ωx, ωy , ωz , vz , Pr = Pv (14)

which is equivalent to 260⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Frz = Fvz

Frx = − lV − lF
lF

Fvx

Fry = − lV − lF
lF

Fvy .

(15)

Thus, denoting the lever factor 261

α =
lV − lF

lF
> 0 (16)

the wrench to be applied by the robot for a given force �Fv 262

virtually applied at point V writes 263

{Wr} =

{
�Fr = −αFvx�xI − αFvy�yI + Fvz�zI

�Mr = �0

}
R

. (17)

D. Differences Between the EWC and LMC Approaches 264

Two ways of computing {Wr} from a given �Fv virtually ap- 265

plied at point V are given by (9) and (17). In theory, they are 266

mechanically equivalent, providing that the kinematic constraint 267

imposed by the patient entry point to the instrument verifies (3). 268

Indeed, it is straightforward to verify that their difference sat- 269

isfies the necessary condition given by (8). From a perceptual 270

point of view, the user may not feel any difference, although the 271

values of the force/moment components drastically differ: force 272

components along �xI and �yI have opposite signs in both equa- 273

tions, while the moment components in (9) are zeroed in (17). 274

In practice, the two computation strategies significantly differ 275

by several aspects. In the next, we list them and explain how 276

they were taken into account to design an experimental setup, 277

allowing for practically investigating these open questions. 278

1) A first aspect concerns the forces applied by the instru- 279

ment at the fulcrum. As mentioned earlier, it is impossible 280

to a priori determine which strategy will minimize the 281

forces applied at the fulcrum due to the possible contri- 282

bution of the unknown user wrench to {Wf }. To evaluate 283

this question, an experimental apparatus allowing to inde- 284

pendently measuring forces and moments at the fulcrum 285

will be used in Section III. 286

2) The second aspect that distinguishes the two possible ap- 287

proaches for simulating a distal force �Fv is that, for the 288

LMC approach, it is assumed that deformations induced 289

by tissue elasticity are null, while the EWC approach does 290

not rely on any particular model for the patient-instrument 291

relative kinematics. In practice though, deformations do 292

occur. This could lead to a lack of precision when applying 293

LMC, while EWC is still valid. Again, theoretically pre- 294

dicting the effect of this approximation on the quality of 295

force perception for the user is difficult. Rather, an exper- 296

imental approach will be used in Section III to study this 297

question using an apparatus that includes deformations at 298

the fulcrum. 299

3) The third difference between the two strategies concerns 300

the data required to compute the robot wrench. For EWC, 301

only the geometry of the robot is to be known, as well 302
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TABLE I
MAIN VIRTUOSE 6-D SPECIFICATIONS

Workspace cube 45 cm in size
Maximum force 31 N (8.5 N continuous)
Maximum rotation torque 3.1 N·m (1 N·m continuous)
Resolution in position 0.02 mm
Friction 0.4 N and 0.07 N·m
Inertia 0.7 kg and 0.003 kg·m2

Friction and inertia have been estimated in an average position, at point R .
They will be understood as orders of magnitude.

as the desired location of V long the instrument axis.303

Meanwhile, for LMC, α has to be computed from (16),304

which, in practice, requires to know where point F stands.305

In other words, a registration between the robot and the306

patient is required, which reduces the interest of using307

a six-DOF robot rather than a four-DOF RCM robot. In308

practice, if we want to avoid registration, an arbitrarily309

constant value α̂ can be used instead of α, corresponding310

to an average lever ratio, typically 1. This strategy will be311

experimentally evaluated in Section III.312

4) The fourth factor that distinguishes the two strategies has313

a significant impact in practice. While EWC strategy re-314

quires six actuated DOFs, only three actuated DOFs can315

be sufficient for LMC. Indeed, consider a six-DOF robot316

consisting in three actuated DOFs serially mounted with a317

passive (unactuated) three-DOF wrist realizing a ball joint318

at point R. With such a robot, the three first actuators are319

used to produce a desired �Fr , while the passive spherical320

wrist ensures that �Mr = �0. Clearly, in the perspective of321

transferring the technology to a clinical application, being322

able of exploiting a robot with only three actuators instead323

of six brings a significant advantage in terms of robot com-324

plexity, weight, inertia, and cost. For this reason, such a325

particular robot kinematic configuration, with three actu-326

ators only, will be used to implement LMC in the next327

section.328

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS329

Experiments have been conducted in order to compare the330

efficiency of the two proposed approaches.331

A. Experimental Setup Overview332

The comanipulator used for the experiments is a six-active-333

DOF haptic device, whose main specifications are listed in Ta-334

ble I (model: Virtuose 6D; provider: Haption [28]). Its kine-335

matics comprises three first pivot joints that position a point R336

and a three-joint wrist realizing a ball joint around R. Depend-337

ing on the strategy to be experimented, the wrist joints will be338

actuated or not. Thanks to a fine mechanical design involving339

low-friction cable transmissions, low-inertia fiber carbon links,340

and gravity compensation springs, the Virtuose 6-D robot allows341

us to control {Wr} in open loop with a high precision.342

A rod with a handle is connected to the robot last body in order343

to emulate a surgical tool. To emulate the patient, a dedicated344

Fig. 4. Closeup on the mechanical device that emulates the anatomical
constraint.

Fig. 5. Complete experimental setup.

apparatus has been designed and fabricated. The rod is con- 345

nected to an intermediate mechanical part through a cylindrical 346

joint. This intermediate part is connected to a fixed drum through 347

four springs, as can be seen in Fig. 4. The spring stiffness has 348

been experimentally tuned in such a way that the obtained be- 349

havior is similar to those of an incision point or a natural orifice 350

of a patient. Namely, it is not a perfect link, as the fulcrum point 351

F can be displaced to simulate tissue deformations, while fric- 352

tion appears through the cylindrical link. In order to be able of 353

measuring {Wf }, the drum is mounted on a force sensor. 354

As we want to assess the efficiency of the virtual fixtures 355

for the two proposed control laws, the space that is behind the 356

drum is hidden by a screen. Therefore, the users are not able 357

to directly visualize the tool tip position. A global view of the 358

setup is given in Fig. 5. 359

B. Virtual Fixtures Used for the Experiments 360

Three types of virtual fixtures have been implemented for the 361

experiments. 362

1) Repulsive spherical region: A virtual spherical object, 363

centered at a fixed point C, with a radius r is designed. The 364

projection C ′ of C on the instrument main axis, namely 365

the line (DU), is first computed. Then, point V where the 366

force should be applied in the case of intersection between 367

the instrument and the sphere is set to 368

V =

{
D, if

∥∥∥−−→UC ′
∥∥∥ >

∥∥∥−−→CD
∥∥∥

C ′, otherwise.
(18)
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Fig. 6. Computation of the virtual force �Fv to simulate the interaction between
the instrument and a virtual sphere.

When V belongs to the sphere, then an intersection is369

detected and a force is applied. The force is radial and370

proportional to the radial depth of V into the sphere, which371

writes372

�Fv =

⎧⎨
⎩ks

(
r−

∥∥∥−−→C V
∥∥∥)

∥∥∥−−→C V
∥∥∥

−−→
CV , if r ≥

∥∥∥−−→CV
∥∥∥ > 0

�0, otherwise
(19)

where ks is the stiffness of the sphere. This is illustrated373

in Fig. 6.374

2) Repulsive plane: A virtual plane Π is defined, thanks to a375

point P ∈ Π and a normal vector �n, pointing from the for-376

bidden region to the authorized region. The virtual plane377

applies no forces when the instrument distal tip D is378

the authorized region and a repulsive force when D is379

in the forbidden region. Point V is set to the instrument380

tip D. Its projection on Π, denoted V ′, is first computed.381

The force is normal to the plane and proportional to the382

penetration of V beyond Π, which writes383

�Fv =

{
kp

−−→
V ′V , if

−−→
V V ′.�n > 0

�0, otherwise
(20)

where kp is the stiffness of the plane.384

3) Attractive line: A virtual line (Δ) is defined, thanks to a385

point P ∈ (Δ) and a unit direction vector�u. The role of the386

virtual fixture is to help the user keeping the instrument387

Fig. 7. Position of the different virtual balls with respect to the drum.

distal tip D on (Δ). To this aim, point V is set to the 388

instrument tip D. Its projection on (Δ), denoted V ′, is 389

first computed. The force then simply writes 390

�Fv = kl

−−→
V V ′ (21)

where kl is a stiffness. 391

C. Experimental Protocol 392

Fourteen naive subjects have been enrolled in the study, aged 393

13–60. They had to perform three different exercises. First 394

is a Ball Sorting Out (BSO) exercise, during which four vir- 395

tual spheres with different sizes were simulated by the robot, 396

while the subjects were asked to blindly palpate them and 397

to sort them out from the smallest one to the largest one. 398

These balls have the same stiffness, which was tuned to pro- 399

vide an easy contact detection while experimentally preserving 400

stability (ks = 200 N/m). The ball radius are log-distributed: 401

R = {1.5, 2.4, 3.75, 6} cm. There is only one virtual ball at a 402

time in the workspace. The balls are directly facing the entry 403

point. Whatever the ball size, its most proximal point is always 404

located at a given place, as illustrated in Fig. 7. Therefore, in 405

order to evaluate the ball size, the subjects must palpate laterally. 406

The balls are presented to the subject in a random order; then, 407

the subjects can switch to a previously presented ball, as many 408

times as they want. Once they think they have sorted out the 409

balls, they stop the exercise and name the ball from the smallest 410

to the largest. 411

Second is a Plane sorting out (PSO) exercise, during which 412

four planes with identical geometry but different stiffnesses were 413

simulated by the robot, while the subjects were asked to blindly 414

palpate them and to sort them out from the softest one to the hard- 415

est one. The plane stiffness values were tuned to respect stability 416

constraint and to range from a “soft feeling” to a “hard feeling.” 417

They are log-distributed: kp = {200, 340, 580, 1000} N/m. 418

The virtual plane presents no geometrical particularity with the 419

other elements of the experiments. Note that theoretically, pal- 420

pating only one point of the plane could be enough for a subject 421

to infer the stiffness. However, all the subjects decided to pal- 422

pate the plane at several locations and to push against the plane. 423

The PSO exercise unfolds as the BSO exercise. It stops when 424

the subjects name the plane from the softest to the stiffest. 425

Third is a Line Following (LF) exercise, during which the 426

subjects were asked to draw a straight line with the instrument 427

tip “following the robot indication.” In this exercise, an initial 428

configuration is given to the tool by the operator. The subject 429

must then make the tip of the tool following a straight line at 430
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Fig. 8. Trajectories observed for different points belonging to the tool during the BSO exercise (upper left), the PSO exercise (upper right), and the LF exercise
(bottom). Results are shown for one randomly selected subject for illustration purpose.

his/her own pace, back and forth (three times). The line direction431

is unknown, and the subject can use only the force feedback to432

follow the minimum force path. The line stiffness was tuned to433

kl = 300 N/m so as to respect experimental stability conditions.434

For the three exercises, the following general instructions are435

given to the subjects: the general context of the study (key hole436

surgery) is explained to the subjects, with particular emphasis437

on the prostate biopsy procedure. This is aimed at making them438

aware that during the exercises, forces applied at the fulcrum439

should be minimized. They are explicitly asked to pay attention440

to this objective during all the exercises. The subjects do not441

know anything more about the goal of the experience. They are442

asked to do each exercise twice: one trial for each controller,443

chosen in a random order for the three exercise, thus avoiding444

an influence of the learning effect on the statistical results. How-445

ever, the subjects are not aware that two different controllers are446

being used. They are simply asked to repeat twice each exercise.447

Notice also that the subjects do not see the instrument tip, which448

is hidden behind the screen. They see only the proximal part of449

the instrument, the insertion apparatus, and the robot. This way,450

their perception of virtual objects is only obtained through the451

kinesthetic feedback.452

D. Indicators453

In order to assess the differences between EWC and LMC,454

several physical variables are recorded during the experiments.455

Among them, those that are representative of the gesture quality 456

(forces at the fulcrum, positioning precision, and movements 457

smoothness) and the perception quality (duration and adequacy 458

of the sorting out exercises) are used as performance indicators. 459

Namely, the selected indicators are the following. 460

1) For all the exercises: 461

a) the task completion time ttotal , which is the time 462

needed by the subject to perform the exercise. 463

b) the spectral arc length (SAL) of the trajectories of 464

point R, as defined in [29]. SAL is the opposite 465

of the length along the spectral curve of a move- 466

ment. Not only it is an image of the complexity of 467

the movement Fourier magnitude spectrum, but it 468

is also dimensionless and independent of the move- 469

ment magnitude and duration. Its value is negative; 470

the closer it is to zero, the simpler the movement 471

Fourier spectrum is, and thus, the smoother the 472

movement is. 473

c) the maximal force Fmax applied by the tool on the 474

fulcrum. 475

d) the mean force Fmean applied by the tool on the 476

fulcrum. 477

2) For the BSO and PSO exercises only, a score is computed 478

to quantify the adequacy of the answers. Namely, when 479

the subject sorts out the spheres or the planes without any 480

errors, a score σ = 2 is given; when all the spheres or 481

planes are correctly sorted out except for one inversion 482
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TABLE II
ACCURACY OF THE SUBJECTS FOR THE SORTING OUT EXERCISES

BSO PSO

EWC LMC EWC LMC

Correct answers 7 9 6 10
Answers with one inversion 1 2 3 2
Answers with more inversions 4 1 3 0
Mean score σ 1.25 1.67 1.25 1.83
Std. dev. for σ 0.96 0. 65 0.87 0.39
p-value (Wilcoxon) 0.19 0.053

between two consecutive items, a score σ = 1 is given;483

when there are more errors than one single inversion, a484

score σ = 0 is given.485

3) For LF exercise:486

a) the largest distance dmax from the tool tip D to the487

virtual line.488

b) the mean distance dmean from the tool tip D to the489

virtual line.490

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS491

Fig. 8 gives, for illustration purposes, example trajectories of492

points T and R during each of the three exercises.493

In order to evaluate the influence of the control method on494

the performance indicators, statistical tests are used to deter-495

mine whether a difference experimentally observed between496

two groups of measured values is statistically significant or not.497

As usually admitted in the human motion analysis literature,498

tests resulting in a p-value smaller than 0.05 are considered to499

be statistically significant. Note that due to some data recording500

issues, data could be kept for 12 subjects only concerning the501

BSO and PSO exercises, while 13 of them have been included502

for the statistical analysis of the LF exercise.503

Table II analyzes the accuracy of the subjects’ answers for504

the sorting out exercises. For both exercises, the measured av-505

erage score is higher with LMC than with EWC. However, the506

observed difference between the score means is not statistically507

significant (p > 0.05). Not that the score σ being noncontinu-508

ous, a Wilcoxon signed rank test has been used to compute the509

p-values.510

Fig. 9 shows the indicators for trajectory smoothness, fulcrum511

force (mean and max), and experiment duration averaged across512

subjects, for the three exercises. For all the four indicators, a513

slight difference between LMC and EWC can be observed, in514

either way. However, results seem globally similar. This simi-515

larity is confirmed in Table III. In this table, p-values computed516

from paired t-tests are used to compare EWC and LMC. All517

the slight differences observed have no statistical significance,518

since none of the p-values is below 0.05.519

For the LF exercise, the results for the precision (maximum520

error dmax and mean error dmean ) are given in Fig. 10. Here,521

it can be observed that EWC clearly outperforms LMC. This522

is confirmed through the statistical test made between EWC523

Fig. 9. Average value of the different indicators across the subjects, for the
three exercises (gray bars: LMC; white bars: EWC). Black lines represent the
standard deviation.

TABLE III
RESULTS OF THE STUDENT PAIRED-T-TEST PERFORMED TO COMPARE THE

EWC AND LMC PERFORMANCE FOR THE FOUR INDICATORS USED IN FIG. 9
AND THE THREE EXERCISES

BSO PSO LF

tt o t a l 0.055 0.234 0.591
SAL 0.150 0.845 0.883
Fm a x 0.245 0.530 0.946
Fm e a n 0.408 0.055 0.564

Fig. 10. Average value of the precision indicators across the subjects, for
the LF exercise (gray bars: LMC; white bars: EWC). Black lines represent the
standard deviation.

and LMC, since p-values equal 0.0004 for dmax and 0.0001 for 524

dmean . 525

Finally, subjects were asked, at the end of the session, whether 526

they had felt a difference between the two repetitions of each 527

exercise. The answers fell in three categories. 528

1) One subject felt more comfortable with LMC but was not 529

able to explain precisely what was different from the EWC 530

command. 531

2) Two subjects felt that EWC provided “more help” than 532

LMC, only for the LF exercise. However, they were not 533

able to differentiate both commands in BSO and PSO 534

exercises. 535

3) Ten subjects did not notice any difference between two 536

repetitions of any exercise. 537

This indicates that, from the user point of view, there is not 538

much difference between the two controllers. 539
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V. DISCUSSION540

Most indicator comparisons between EWC and LMC exhibit541

no statistically significant difference. From a mathematical point542

of view, these results will not be interpreted as a proof for both543

controllers to perform equally. Rather, these results indicate544

that the average difference of performance between the two545

controllers, if any, is too small to be observed through these546

experiments, given the intersubject variability. In other words,547

there is a high probability that the actual difference for these in-548

dicators is, indeed, small. This is confirmed by the fact that most549

users did not notice a difference between the two controllers.550

It is worth noticing that the forces applied at the fulcrum551

are, in average, rather low for all the sorting out exercises, under552

both conditions. Meanwhile, much larger forces were exerted on553

the virtual objects, while large movements were produced by the554

users; see typical examples in Fig. 8. This result was surprising to555

the authors as, from (8), large differences in fulcrum forces were556

expected. We interpret the relative smallness of fulcrum forces557

as resulting from the fact that subjects were explicitly asked to558

avoid exerting large forces at the fulcrum. They were trying to559

precisely maintain point F still. A typical motor behavior for560

precisely controlling the position of a point under disturbances is561

to increase the impedance at this point along the direction of the562

disturbance force. In these experiments, disturbance forces to be563

rejected to lie in the (�xi, �yi) plane. It may, thus, be hypothesized564

that the subjects selected a motor behavior, leading to a high565

impedance at point F in the (�xi, �yi) plane. If the subjects’566

impedance was high at point F , then this would also explain567

why they essentially did not feel any difference between the568

two controllers, while actually applying wrenches to balance569

the fulcrum-compatible robot wrenches.570

As for the LF exercise, the precision of the tip trajectory571

control is higher with EWC than with LMC, with statistical572

significance (see Fig. 10). For this exercise, subjects’ attention573

is brought to the tip, which will precisely follow a straight line.574

Therefore, it can be hypothesized that subjects tend to increase575

the impedance at the instrument tip. This may be conflicting576

with the high-impedance requirement at point F . As a result, it577

can be observed that the fulcrum forces are larger, in average,578

during LF exercise than during sorting out exercises (see Fig. 9).579

Note that when following a line, the distal virtual force should580

be minimized by the subject, while when palpating, eventually581

large virtual forces should be applied to distinguish between582

stiffness and sizes. In that sense, the fact that the fulcrum forces583

are larger for the LF exercise is not a scale effect due to higher584

distal virtual forces, but rather a consequence of a poorer control585

at the fulcrum level.586

The hypothesis that the fulcrum forces control is degraded587

during the LF exercise may explain why EWC performs better588

than LMC. Indeed, remind that EWC control is the exact solu-589

tion of the problem, independently from any entry point model.590

Therefore, whatever the fulcrum displacement, EWC provides a591

feedback that exactly corresponds to a pure distal force. Rather,592

LMC is based on two hypotheses: first, the impedance at F will593

be high (infinite), and second, the coefficient α will be close to 1.594

These conditions are poorly verified during the LF experiments,595

which may explain the difference between the two modes in 596

terms of tip precision, which depends on how well a subject can 597

interpret the emulated distal force. 598

Further investigation is certainly needed to evaluate the pre- 599

cision performance for tip guidance. First, remind that the ex- 600

periments are here performed blindly, while the subject does not 601

know in advance the trajectory to follow. In a real surgical con- 602

figuration, not only the instrument tip is controlled under visual 603

guidance, but also the geometrical constraint is a priori known 604

by the user. Performing LF experiments under these more re- 605

alistic conditions would probably tend to lower the difference 606

of performance between the two controllers, since the visual 607

feedback would equally contribute to an increased precision in 608

both conditions. 609

VI. CONCLUSION 610

Comanipulation and virtual fixtures offer a demonstrated in- 611

terest for assistance to surgery. Meanwhile, little attention has 612

been paid so far to the emulation of distal force from proximal 613

comanipulation. 614

In this paper, this question is demonstrated to admit an infinite 615

number of solutions, due to the fulcrum constraint. Experimental 616

results comparing two selected approaches do not lead to a clear 617

difference between them. From a practical point of view, this 618

similarity may advantageously lead to select LMC rather than 619

EWC. Indeed, contrarily to EWC, LMC can be implemented 620

with a three-actuator arm combined to a passive spherical wrist. 621

An example of such a device is given in [9]. 622

Further investigation is to be performed considering now the 623

combination of visual feedback and force feedback, since it 624

is known that the combination of both information leads to 625

increased performances in the context of surgery [30]. 626
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